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Abstract 

 

Ternary transition metal carbides with inherently nanolaminated crystal structure are a class of 

materials with typically higher damage tolerance, better machinability and lower brittleness 

compared to the binary counterparts, yet retaining their satisfactory electrical and thermal 

conductivity. Their interesting properties can be related to the laminated structure. Though 

studies of their properties based on calculations and bulk materials have suggested potential 

thin film applications, such as high temperature hard coatings and electrical contacts, a 

relatively small number of these phases have been synthesized as thin films. Investigation of 

thin film deposition of these inherently nanolaminated materials further the understanding of 

their phase formation and crystal growth. 

Motivated by predicted superconductivity and thermoelectric properties of molybdenum 

carbides and related layered molybdenum compounds, nanolaminated materials in the Mo-Ga-

C ternary system were studied. Apart from the previously reported Mo2GaC, a new layered 

carbide, Mo2Ga2C, was synthesized in both thin film and bulk form with a postulated crystal 

structure related to Mo2GaC. The proposed structure was further validated by first principles 

calculations, showing higher stability compared to other crystal structure as well as other 

competing phases. The calculated lattice parameters were consistent with values from Rietveld 

analysis of X-ray and neutron diffraction patterns. In addition, both scanning transmission 

electron microscopy and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy showed experimental evidence of 

the close structural-chemical relation between Mo2Ga2C and Mo2GaC. 

Driven by a need of high temperature protective coatings in nuclear applications, Zr-based 

nanolaminated carbides have become more attractive. In this work, another nanolaminated 

carbide, Zr2Al 3C4, was synthesized in thin film form by pulsed cathodic arc deposition. 

Formation of the Zr2Al 3C4 phase and its competing phases was studied with X-ray diffraction 

of thin films deposited with varying incoming flux compositions, temperatures and substrate 
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materials. On 4H-SiC(001) substrates, highly phase-pure epitaxial Zr2Al 3C4 films were formed, 

whereas depositions on Al2O3(001) substrates resulted in competing phases. A growth behavior 

similar to that of nanolaminated Mn+1AXn phases (M is a group 3-7 transition metal; A is 

commonly a group 13-14 element; X is C or N; n = 1 - 3) was observed, despite the structural- 

and chemical differences between Zr2Al 3C4 and MAX phases. 
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1. Introduction 

 

1.1 Background 

Transition-metal carbides (TMCs) are compounds composed by carbon and transition elements, 

and they exhibit some general properties: hard, brittle, highly refractory and chemically inert [1]. 

In combination with their satisfactory electrical and thermal conductivity, they have been put into 

many bulk and thin film applications, for example, WC-W2C molds and wire-drawing dies [2], 

cemented-carbide machine tools [2], wear-resistant and hard coatings (as composite materials) [3] 

[4], Mo2C catalyst coatings [5], and protective coatings for corrosive environments [6]. 

Research and production of most TMCs in history start from their binary systems, i.e. single 

transition element and carbon system, though some of them are first identified in oxycarbide or 

carbonitride forms [1]. In the 1890’s and 1900’s, Henri Moissan synthesized a good number of 

refractory TMCs of group 4-6 elements within electric furnace, which was originally an invention 

for synthesizing artificial diamonds [7] [8]. In the beginning of 20th century, the attempts of 

applying pure TMCs, for example WC and W2C, were not very successful as refractory and 

abrasive tool materials, due to their high brittleness and therefore low damage tolerance [9]. 

However, more or less at the same time, the inventions of cemented carbide tools, where TMCs 

work as reinforcement in relatively soft material matrices, has turned out to be a great success in 

production industry. Thereafter, these materials started to attract more attention from the field and 

inspired series of careful examinations on the physics behind their properties in mid-20th century 

[6]. 
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Partly inspired by the idea of enhancing the high temperature performance of binary TMCs, which 

are crucial for materials as machine tools or protective coatings [6] [10], extensive work has been 

carried out on synthesizing ternary carbides since 1960’s, see examples in references [11] [12] [13] 

[14]. These then-new reported carbides were mostly phases with a group 13-14 elements as the 

third element, or solid solutions with boride, nitride and oxide. 

In investigations of ternary carbide systems, many stable and metastable phases were identified 

with nanolaminated structures, for example Ti3SiC2, Zr3Al3C5, and Mo2BC, which are often softer 

but less brittle, more damage tolerant, stiffer, slightly less conductive to electricity and heat than 

their binary counterparts, and they can be machined more easily compared to most other ceramics. 

A well-known example for the nanolaminated phases is the MAX phases, which is a group of 

phases with a general formula Mn+1AXn, where M is a group 3-6 element; A is commonly a group 

13-14 element; X is either C or N; n = 1, 2 or 3 [15]. 

1.2 Motivation 

As the entire TMC research area evolves from binary to multiple-element systems and from iso-

structural solid solutions to nanolaminates, more complicated growth and properties are observed 

from the synthesis process and characterization of the new materials. Experimental and theoretical 

works have been reported over past 50 years that compare and combine new phases within the 

TMC family. However, despite that ternary nanolaminated TMCs have been reported with many 

interesting properties, the studies in thin films are still in minority compared to bulk synthesis [16]. 

A broad scope of my work is to assess the material science of these nanolaminated carbide systems 

from the aspect of their crystal growth and phase competition during the synthesis in thin film form. 

Molybdenum carbides have been reported as superconductors in various binary and ternary forms 

[17] [18] [19] and as catalytic materials in substitution of metallic Mo and high coast Pt/Pd [20] 

[21]. At the same time, molybdenum compounds in laminated structures have been studied for 

interesting properties, e.g. MoS2 for tribology properties [22] [23] and Mo2C for thermoelectric 

properties [24] [25]. Though molybdenum carbide-based nanolaminated phases are similarly 

attractive for their properties, so far only two phases have been reported: Mo2GaC and Mo2BC. In 

this work, we discovered a new nanolaminated phase, Mo2Ga2C, whose structure was further 

investigated by a comprehensive analysis of theoretical calculations and various experimental 

techniques (see Paper I and II). 
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Zirconium carbides in ternary forms, on the other hand, have been suggested as a reinforcing 

candidate for zirconium-alloy claddings in nuclear fuel tubes, due to their improved high 

temperature chemical stability and mechanical properties, as well as the low neutron absorption 

cross-section of Zr itself [26]. Although none of the three known types of MAX phases in Zr-Al-C 

system has been reported experimentally, other nanolaminated carbides, such as Zr2Al3C4 and 

Zr3Al3C5, have been reported with bulk synthesis [11] [27] [28]. Here, the first nearly phase pure 

Zr2Al3C4 thin films was deposited, where the formation of the primary and impurity phases were 

studied in relations with input composition, substrate temperature and substrate materials applied 

during depositions (Paper III). 

1.3 Research Aims 

The aims of my work are to 

I. Synthesize new nanolaminated carbide thin films within Mo-Ga-C and Zr-Al-C systems. 

II.  Study the relation between the new nanolaminated phases with known Mn+1AXn layered 

phase family, in terms of crystal structure and growth. 

III.  Determine the effect of deposition parameters on the phase formation in Zr2Al3C4 thin 

films. 
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2. Transition-Metal Carbides 

 

2.1 Binary Transition-Metal Carbides 

Carbides are compounds formed with carbon and other elements with lower electronegativity1, 

where solid state carbide phases can be found in, for example, the group 1-2 metals [29] [30], the 

transition metals [6], the rare-earth metals [31], and B, Al, and Si. The carbide-forming elements 

can be roughly sorted by three classes depending on different types of bonding. The carbides 

formed with larger differences, e.g. the group 1-2 metals, rare-earth metals and Al, exhibit a 

stronger ionic bonding and salt-like properties, while the ones formed with smaller differences, e.g. 

B and Si, share a more covalent-type of bonds. The third group, the transition-metal carbides 

(TMCs), exhibit a mixing-type of bonds with covalent, ionic and metallic properties [32]. 

The formation of the carbide phases and their consequent properties are specifically related with 

the electron configurations and the atomic size of the transition metals, hence following certain 

periodic trends [33]. As a general rule of thumb, their most stable carbide forms reduce in 

thermodynamic stability when the valence electron of transition metals increase in d-orbit. 

Evidently, in the normal pressure condition, the standard enthalpy of formation for 3d-orbit TMCs 

becomes less negative in the value when moving from Ti to Fe, while only metastable carbide 

phases have been reported for group 8-10 (e.g. Fe3C, Co2C and Ni3C) and no stable phase has been 

                                                 
1 Note that electronegativity is a crude way describing a relative tendency for an element to take in or loss electrons in 

contact with other elements. It is, however, dependent to the valence number of an element. Here we only consider 
the electronegativity in the ground state of elements. 
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reported in group 11-12 (e.g. Cu, Zn) [34]. Notably at thermal equilibria of group 3 to 7 metal and 

carbon binary system, their most C-rich carbides form in structures that can only accommodate less 

carbon atoms, e.g. Sc3C4, TiC, VC, Cr3C2 and Mn7C3, when increasing atomic number. In addition, 

the Cr-C, Mn-C and Fe-C system are often discussed with low carbon-concentration (< 10 at.%) 

and at high temperature (> 500 °C), where most of their metastable carbides can be produced [35]. 

Carbides from group 3-6 are mostly interesting for their wear and corrosion resistant, highly 

refractory and thermally and electrically conductive properties [6] [10]. The group 3-6 elements 

can form carbide phases in a common rock-salt structure (space group ��3��), which has face-

centered cubic lattice of transition metal atoms with carbon atoms sitting in each octahedral 

interstitial site, forming M6C octahedrons, see Figure 2-1. Since the occupancy of the interstitial 

sites are often less than 1, the cubic carbide phases are sometimes written as MCx, when M is a 

group 3-6 metal; x is usually 0.6 - 0.95 for group 4 metals but becomes narrower in range when 

moving to other groups . The stoichiometry of the cubic mono-carbide has significant effect on 

properties, but the trend is not the same for all TMCs, e.g. when increasing the C-occupancy the 

hardness increases for Ti, Zr and Hf, but decreases for Nb and Ta [13].  

Figure 2-1. An illustration of two unit cells of ZrC, sitting in horizontal 
direction, in the rock-salt structure (space group Fm-3m). The M6C (M = Zr) 
octahedron is indicated with a C atom in the center of the unit cell at left. 
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Meanwhile, the rock-salt cubic phase is the only stable carbide phase of the group 4 elements (Ti, 

Zr and Hf), and is a metastable phase of the group 3 and 6 elements (Sc, Y, Cr, Mo and W). For 

the group 5 elements (V, Nb and Ta), non-stoichiometric rock-salt cubic phase tends to undertake 

order transformation at high temperature, leading to ordering phases such as V8C7, V6C5, Nb6C5 

and possibly Ta6C5 [36] [37] [38]. 

For Mo and W in the group 6, the monocarbide (MCx) are thermodynamically stable at low 

temperature when their metal atoms are packed in simple hexagon with nearly full occupancy of C 

atoms in the center of trigonal prism interstitial sites, e.g. WC and γ-MoC (space group �6��2). A 

reduced stability of γ-MoC phase by increasing the C-vacancy has been theoretically demonstrated 

by Hugosson et al. In addition to the rock-salt cubic phases (γ-WCx and δ-MoCx) discussed 

previously, at least two more MoCx phases have been reported. One is also a high temperature 

phase, denoted as η-MoCx, while the other is a metastable phase, γ′-MoCx, which can be further 

stabilized by oxygen inclusion. In the latter two structures, the C atoms are distributed both 

octahedral and trigonal prism interstitial sites [39] [40]. 

The group 5 transition elements and Mo and W in the group 6 can also form M2Cx carbide, which 

is a hexagonal close-packed sublattice of metal atoms with 1/2 occupancy of C atoms in the 

octahedral interstitial sites. At least two modifications of M2Cx are formed due to 

ordered/disordered arrangement of C atoms in the structures at different temperatures. For example, 

the β-Mo2Cx and β-W2Cx (space group �6�/��
) is a high temperature phase where the interstitial 

sites are randomly occupied by C atoms, while the α-Mo2Cx and β′-W2Cx (space group ��
�, ζ-

Fe2N type) exists in lower temperature with an ordered distribution in the basal planes of carbon. 

Additional modifications, such as β″-W2Cx and ε-W2Cx, have been reviewed with different C atom 

distributions in the anti-CdI2 type and ε-Fe2N type, respectively [39] [40]. 

2.2 Ternary Transition-Metal Carbides 

Research on ternary TMC phase diagrams is triggered by interactions of applied TMCs with 

surrounding materials, such as diffusion barriers [41] [42], composites [43], and other applications 

with existence of oxygen [44] [45], as well as by the needs of improvements. The ternary (or higher 

order) TMCs can either be solid solutions, where atoms of original system are substituted by a third 

element, or ordered phases, where atoms of a third element join the crystal structure with a spatial 

periodicity. 
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Solid solutions at the non-metal site, i.e. substitution on C site, commonly occurs with elements in 

the same period around C, such as B, N and O. These elements have similar atomic size with C, 

which allows C-substitution in the interstitial sites of metal atoms, and they usually can have high, 

even full, ratio of carbon substitution, forming iso-structure borides, nitrides or oxides. Titanium 

carbonitride, Ti(C,N), is an early example of a ternary TMC formed by solid solution of TiC and 

TiN, providing better high temperature hardness and oxidation resistance than TiC alone [46].  

In addition, solid solutions with two transition metal species exist in many ternary systems, and 

they are mostly studied for improved mechanical performances as carbide composites or coatings, 

for example (Mo,W)2C [13] [47]. In some systems where the mutual solubility of two transition 

metal species are low, the minority phase can hinder the growth and reduce the grain size of the 

majority phase, providing extra material hardening, for example in W-V-C and W-Cr-C systems 

[48]. 

On the other hand, ordered phases are formed in ternary TMC systems with an element from group 

13-17 or another transition metal [13] [49], where they are mostly studied with Al and Si as the 

third element. The ternary TMC with Al and Si are usually reported with enhanced oxidation 

resistance due to formation of denser alumina and silica products compared to transition metal 

oxides, preventing further oxygen penetration. Nevertheless, very few ternary TMC has been put 

into practical application since they are generally very brittle. Some commonly encountered phases 

of this type are M3AlC (also known as inverse perovskite structure), M3Al2C, M5Al 3C and M5Si3C 

for M elements commonly from group 3-6. In above phases, similar M6C octahedrons with 

interstitial C atoms are formed, and the structure is built by different stacking of the octahedrons 

and atoms of the third element [50]. 

2.3 Inherently Nanolaminated Carbides 

Some of the ternary TMCs are identified with ordered repetition of crystalline layers along one 

crystal axis and they are sometimes described as inherently nanolaminated phases. The term 

inherently indicates that the nanolaminated structures of these carbides are not only 

thermodynamically stable or metastable, but also spontaneously ordered themselves into layered 

structure at the occurrence of the phases. Artificial nanostructures are not included as inherently 

nanolaminated phases because these phases do not necessarily form in layered structures, though 

they can still be thermodynamically stable [16]. 
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The Mn+1AXn (or MAX phases, space group �6�/��
), where M is a group 3-7 transition metal, 

A is commonly a group 13-14 element, X is C or N and n is an integer between 1-3, are a group of 

nanolaminated phases with layers of transition-metal carbides or nitrides interleaved by A elements. 

The carbide and nitride layers are formed by edge-sharing M6X octahedrons, which is identical to 

the binary carbides in the rock-salt structure, while the A atoms are located at the center of trigonal 

prisms between the two twinned layers of the octahedrons. By increasing the n number, the total 

number of X layers between two A layers increases respectively, i.e. one X layer for n = 1; two for 

n = 2; three for n = 3, and therefore the size of the unit cell increases, as shown in Figure 2-2 [15]. 

To date, the carbide phases are still the majority of the entire 70+ MAX phase members, growing 

in numbers with new M-A-X combinations, with partial substitutions (solid solution) on M, A, and 

X sites, for example (Ti,V)3AlC2, (Nb,V)2AlC, (Nb,V)4AlC3, (Nb,Zr)2AlC [51], (Cr,Mn)2AlC [52], 

V2(Ga,Al)C [53] and Ti2Al(C,N) [54] and with ordered quaternary nanolaminates, for example in 

Cr-Ti-Al-C [55], Cr-V-Al-C [56] and Mo-Ti-Al-C [57] systems. 

Figure 2-2. Three types of Mn+1ACn (MAX) phases with n = 1 (left), 2 (center) 
and 3 (right). Some layers are labelled with different elements (M, A and C). 
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Compared to MAX phases, the MnAl3Cn+2 and MnAl4Cn+3 phases, where n = 2, 3, 4 and M = Zr and 

Hf, have Al3C2 and Al4C3 layers, respectively, between two (MC)n layers instead of pure A layer, 

see Figure 2-3 [58] [59]. Hence, the metallic bonding sequence M-A in the MAX phases is here 

replaced by a more covalent-ionic bonding sequence M-C-Al [60]. The structures of Al3C2 and 

Figure 2-3. Illustrations of MnAl3Cn+2 (left) and MnAl 4Cn+3 (center) 
nanolaminated carbides with n = 2, assigned to space group 186 (�6��
) and 
160 (3�) according to Ref. [26] and [58]. The crystal structure of Al4C3 (right) 
is given to show the similarity with above phases. 
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Al 4C3 layers are actually analogue to the structure of Al4C3 phase (space group 3��), while the 

(MC)n layers are structured similarly as in MAX phases [61]. The MAl3C3 and MAl 4C4 phases, i.e. 

n = 1, are different from the other members by the fact that the MAl3C3 has only been 

experimentally discovered with M is a group 3 transition element or inner transition element (e.g. 

ScAl3C3 [61], YAl 3C3 [58], UAl3C3 and YbAl3C3 [62]) and MAl 4C4 was only identified in a 

different space group �3�1  where M = Zr and Hf [63] [64]. Interestingly, so far these 

nanolaminated phases with Al-C layers and the MAX phases do not overlap in the same material 

system M-A-C, for example MAX phase in Zr-Al-C system has neither been reported, nor Al-C 

nanolamiated phase in Ti-Al-C system.  

Other examples of nanolaminated ternary carbides are Mo2Ga2C and Mo2BC phases, with different 

stacking of A layers and/or the MC6 octahedrons, see Figure 2-4 [65] [66] [67]. The former, i.e. 

Mo2Ga2C, is a new nanolaminated carbide first time discovered in this work, see Paper I. It has a 

Figure 2-4. Illustrations of Mo2Ga2C (left) and Mo2BC (right) nanolaminated 
carbides. Some M6C octahedrons in each phase are indicated with C atoms in 
their centers. 
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doubled atomic layer of A element in an ordinary structure of MAX phase with n = 1, and is 

determined to have very close relations with MAX phases, structurally and chemically, in Paper II. 

Though nanolaminated ternary TMCs are quite different from each other in term of structure and 

bonding, they generally exhibit larger damage tolerance and higher machinability, but lower 

hardness, compared to their M-C binary counterparts. This is related to the laminated structure, 

which allows easier basal plane slip, delamination and formation of kink bands, and has been 

demonstrated by Ti3SiC2 and Ti2AlC systems [68] [69] [70] [71] [72]. This provides the 

nanolaminated carbides moderate ductility, compared to most ceramics that are extremely brittle, 

in addition to the high stiffness and strength from the ceramic nature. 
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3. Thin Film Synthesis 

 

A thin film is a layer of material with of few atomic layers up to few micrometers in thickness, 

depending on the scope of application or analysis. It is an important method to modify the existing 

properties at the surface of another underlying material, which is called a substrate. Various kinds 

of products can, therefore, be fabricated with combined properties by coating thin films on top of 

substrates, such as a light-weighted plastic-ware decoratively coated with a metal thin film, or a 

metallic structural material coated with a chemically inert ceramic film. In some applications, 

multiple thin films can be stacked on top of each other, for example in electronic and optical devices, 

where multi-layer coatings are done in regular basis. 

3.1 Physical Vapor Deposition 

Thin films can be applied through various deposition techniques, where the starting materials are 

delivered from sources on to substrates in different forms, for example plasma and/or neutral 

molecules as in vapor deposition, ions as in electrochemical plating, molten states as in thermal 

spray or solutions (normally with volatile solutes) as in spin coating. The choice of the most suitable 

process is very much depending on limitations and requirements of the final product, for example 

temperature tolerance, impurity level, thickness and uniformity [73]. 

Vapor deposition involves two major classes of deposition techniques, namely physical vapor 

deposition (PVD) and chemical vapor deposition (CVD). CVD relies on chemical reactions of the 

starting materials (the precursors) taking places on substrate surface, where the products will either 
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condensed as thin films or be evacuated from the system [74]. PVD processes, on the other hand, 

have no chemical reactions involved in the main deposition mechanism, where the materials are 

vaporized from the sources (or the targets) and directly condensed on substrate surface as thin films. 

Therefore, PVD processes are less limited by generation of chemical by-products and thermal 

equilibrium. In practice, they are commonly employed for depositing thin films with low impurity 

level and/or thermodynamically metastable phases [73]. 

On the other hand, the ‘reaction-less’ condensation also sets a limitation to PVD processes, 

compared to CVD processes, that the efficiency of deposition (or the deposition rate) is 

significantly reduced when a substrate is not in the ‘line-of-sight’ of the target. Hence, depositions 

on complex-shaped substrates are usually challenging for PVD processes, which can be seen from 

the differences of microstructure, density and growth rate from on-axis and off-axis deposited thin 

films [75]. In the following subsections, brief introduction is presented for the PVD methods used 

in this work, namely the direct current magnetron sputtering and the pulsed cathodic arc 

deposition processes. 

3.1.1 Direct current magnetron sputtering 

The magnetron sputtering process is normally initiated with ionization of gas molecules inside the 

system by accelerating electrons with a negative bias (in order of 102 - 103 V) on the target surface. 

The energized electrons can consequently ionize gas molecules via collisions under certain 

probability. Due to the target bias, the positive ions from the ionization are accelerated toward, and 

eventually collide with, the target surface. The incident ions transfer the momentum and the energy 

to the target material, creating series of collisions, or collision cascades, between target atoms. 

Such collision cascades may return part of the momentum and the energy back to the surface, 

causing surface atoms or molecules to be ejected from the surface. The above process of removing 

materials from a surface by ballistic impingement of energetic particles is referred to as sputtering. 

Thereafter, deposition process begins when the ejected target species come to the substrate surface, 

nucleate and grow into a thin film [76]. See Figure 3-1 for a brief illustration of the sputtering 

process on a surface. 

In order to reduce the impurity level in thin films, the deposition system is normally evacuated 

(below 10-4 Pa) to reduce impurity incorporation and filled in with sputtering gas to a certain 

working pressure (in order of 10-1 - 100 Pa) during a deposition. The sputtering gas molecules will 
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be ionized to create plasma as the main source of the positive ions in the sputtering process. Hence, 

such gas species is ideal to be easily ionized (with a low ionization energy) and chemically inert to 

reduce unwanted chemical reactions [76]. Today, argon (Ar) is the most popular sputtering gas due 

to an optimal combination of its abundance, ionization energy and similar atomic mass compared 

to the common depositing materials (period 2 - 4). Other noble gas species, e.g. neon (Ne) and 

krypton (Kr), and mixtures of above gas species can also be utilized in sputtering deposition 

processes [77] [78]. 

The emission of secondary electrons from the target surface sputtering are the most important effect 

on sustaining the sputtering deposition process. On the contrary to the positive ions, the emitted 

secondary electron are expelled away from the target by the negative bias, and they can 

consequently ionize or excite the gas molecules upon collision. The ionized or excited gas 

molecules can further complete the cycle by creating positive ions for the sputtering deposition and 

the secondary electron emission [76]. However, without sufficient confinement to the electrons, a 

diode sputtering process usually has a low ionization efficiency of the sputtering gas, where a high 

Figure 3-1. An illustration of a sputtering process: ionization (up-left), 
impingement (center-left), collision cascade (bottom) and ejection of target 
species (center-right). The objects in the figure are given in regular fonts, and 
the events are in italic fonts. 
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target bias is constantly required to sustain the process. Moreover, the electrons expelled by the 

high voltage can easily reach the substrate, causing unwanted heat damage to the substrate and 

even the deposited film [79]. 

Therefore, magnetron sputtering process solves the problems in diode sputtering by confining 

electrons close to the target with a magnetic field. The magnetic field is commonly applied by 

permanent magnets placed behind a planar target like in this work, but it can also be done by many 

other ways, such as an electromagnetic coil surrounding a cylindrical target [80], see Figure 3-2. 

With the confinement, the electrons has prolonged trajectories and increased collision events before 

they escape and lose to an anode. The densified plasma above the cathode can increase the 

sputtering rate of the target and the deposition rate on the substrate compared to a diode sputtering 

deposition process. Moreover, since the secondary electron emission is more efficient in such 

confinement, the applied voltage on the target is normally lower compared to diode sputtering in a 

constant power operation [79]. 

Figure 3-2. Illustrations of magnetron sputtering deposition processes with (left) 
a planar target and (right) a cylindrical target. M stands for magnets, T for targets 
and S for substrates. 
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Last, the term direct current is used in contrast with a pulsed magnetron sputtering process, where 

in the latter case the amplitude of target voltage is pulsed instead of constant as in direct current 

magnetron sputtering (DCMS). The pulsed process allows higher peak power on the target without 

risking to melt the target material, and for example in high-power impulse magnetron sputtering 

(HiPIMS) process an ionization degree above 90% for the ejected species can be achieved, 

compared to less than 10% in DCMS [81]. The effect of ionization degree on deposited films will 

be elaborated in Section III.2. 

3.1.2 Pulsed cathodic arc 

In a cathodic arc process, the target material generates plasma in a cathodic arc discharge on the 

surface of a negatively biased targets (as cathode). Cathodic arc together with thermionic arc are 

two types of collective electron emission processes, or arc discharges, where electrons are emitted 

in certain areas called cathode spots when a certain condition is fulfilled. This is very different 

from individual electron emission processes, e.g. glow discharge and sputtering, where emission 

yield (the number of electron emitted divided by the number of incident particle) can be applied. 

In thermionic arc discharge, a surface is heated until electrons are sufficiently thermalized to 

overcome the working potential of the surface material and escape into vacuum. On the other hand, 

an electric field generated locally in cathodic arc discharge allows the surface electrons to 

overcome the potential via quantum-tunneling at the places with lower work function or higher 

electric field locally [82] [83]. 

During arcing, high density of electrons (in order of 1012 A/m2) are emitted from each of multiple 

µm-sized cathode spots, where the target materials at the surface are resistively heated up by such 

high flow of electrons. For metal targets, the raised temperature at the cathode spots has positive 

effects to further increase the thermionic electron emission and the local electric resistivity, which 

in return increase the temperature again. Consequently, the local temperature can reach several 

thousands of K in a time frame of few ns before a cathode spot extinct (after few tens of ns), and 

such temperature is high enough to transform almost all metals into the plasma state at the emission 

center [84]. Such rapid transformation in a very confine volume pushes the plasma fiercely away 

from the target surface into the vacuum with supersonic ion velocities (in order of 103-104 m/s). 

The plasma can then travel through the system and reach the substrate with a higher direct ion 
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kinetic energy (ranging from 20 - 160 eV) and a nearly 100% ionization degree, compared to 

DCMS (often less than 10 eV, with almost all neutral atoms) [85] [86]. 

As mentioned above, the ignition of cathodic arc discharge requires a sufficiently high electric field, 

at least locally, across a cathode and an anode. In modern cathodic arc deposition processes this 

done by various triggering methods, where the arc is first initiated by an auxiliary triggering 

component [86]. For example in mechanically drawn arc a triggering electrode is repeatedly 

connecting and disconnecting against the target surface, where it increases the electric field by 

shortening the distance between the electrodes. Another method is utilizing focused laser beam to 

locally increase the temperature on the target surface and, hence, trigger cathodic arc via thermionic 

arc discharge. In Paper III, the arc was ignited by a triggering method involving a surface voltage 

flashover, where the arc can be more easily established between the cathode and the triggering 

electrode through surface states of an insulating surface. See Figure 3-3 for an illustration of the 

cathode used in this work, and see Ref. [87] for more detailed descriptions for the system. 

The arc process can further be used in DC mode and pulsed mode, where in DC mode the bias on 

all components are constant compared to pulsed bias on the trigger and the target in pulsed mode 

(the anode are normally grounded). The DC arc deposition is often found in industry since dense 

Figure 3-3. An illustration of the cathodic arc source used in Paper III, where 
the arc is initiated by a surface voltage flashover between a centered trigger pin 
and surface of the cathode. Part of the anode, the cathode and the insulator are 
removed (dotted lines) for better view of the interior structure. 
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films with good to excellent adhesion can be normally be deposited at high deposition rate. The 

pulsed cathodic arc deposition, on the other hand, is often found in small-scale and laboratory-

sized system, where a wide range of research can be done with extra controls to deposition 

parameters, e.g. frequency, pulse length, composition. For example, in pulsed cathodic arc process 

higher peak currents (close to or more than 1 kA) can be achieved compared to DC process 

(normally less than 0.5 kA) because of better cathode spot stability and less target-cooling 

limitation [88] [89]. In addition, the pulsed arc allows better controls on the plasma composition 

by adjusting the numbers of pulses ignited from multiple targets of different materials. 

However, cathodic arc deposition processes have an inherent disadvantage on inclusion of target 

material clusters of nanometer and micrometer-size in deposited films, whose compositional and 

structural homogeneity can be largely but locally affected. These clusters are often referred as 

macroparticles or ‘droplets’, and in fact they have a continuous size distribution from single 

atom/ion (the plasma) up to particles of micrometers. The formation of droplets is hypothetically 

explained by molten target materials around an emission center (roughly the center of a cathode 

spot) being pushed out by the force of the ejected plasma. Though removal of droplets is not 

necessary for all types of products, but is often a complicated and costly issue when droplets are 

unwanted since a filter often causes significant reduction in deposition rate and possibly an extra 

power consumption. Nonetheless, a droplet filter can be installed between targets and substrates, 

working either to enhance the plasma-to-droplet ratio or to remove majority of droplets from the 

plasma [90]. In Paper III, a 90°-bent solenoid, installed between the pulsed cathodic arc source and 

substrates, was used as a magnetic macroparticle filter during depositions, as shown in Figure 3-4. 

3.2 Thin film growth 

Growth stage of a thin film is refer to, in the scale of time, events after target species arrive a 

substrate and until the entire deposition finishes. In other words, thin film growth bridges 

deposition parameters to properties of a final thin film product, where studying in the growth of 

films not only helps in achieving certain properties, but also in developing fundamental material 

science, e.g. tendencies in the periodic table. 

The growth mechanism of thin films is based on the chemical thermodynamics, where the 

difference of the system’s free energy from the chemical thermodynamic equilibrium provides the 

driving force for deposited atoms (adatoms) to diffuse and to stay at the original sites. Hence, the 
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adatoms adjust their chemical bonding conditions to lower the free energy of the system under a 

given set of composition, temperature and pressure. Consequently, when the driving force is large 

enough to mobilize adatoms, a certain combination of stable phases and various microstructure can 

be formed.  

The so-called three primary growth modes, sorted by Bauer [91], illustrate simplified formation of 

microstructures where adatoms of a single species grow with weaker or stronger interactions with 

hetero-atoms (substrate atoms) and with itself (adatoms), see Figure 3-5. Consequently, the system 

lowers its chemical potential by diffusing adatoms into positions where weak interactions can be 

minimized. That is, for a crystallized film material, it exhibits a certain bonding relation with its 

underlying substrate (e.g. textured growth), and it grows only in certain crystal plane to expose 

surfaces with lowest surface energy (e.g. (111) plane in FCC crystal). 

However in a condition where the local system is metastable and the local chemical potential is 

close to the equilibrium of a larger system, the driving force might not be enough for any diffusion 

or for long-range diffusions, e.g. to diffuse across the substrate surface. Hence, the thermodynamic 

Figure 3-4. An illustration of the arrangement for the cathodic arc source, the 
macroparticle filter and the substrate in Paper III. For simplicity, only one 
cathode and only a 9-turn solenoid are shown in the figure. Dotted lines indicate 
electrical connections from the filter to the filter power supply. 
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equilibrium cannot be achieved in this diffusion-limited condition, and instead, metastable phases 

and corresponding microstructures can be grown. For example, cubic (Ti,Al)N solid solution, 

whose stable condition is separated cubic TiN plus hexagonal AlN phases, can be deposited [92]. 

At the same time, microstructures such as reduced grain size and under-densed (porous) films can 

be introduced, see Figure 3-6, and the three primary modes might not be sufficient to describe such 

lower mobility cases [93]. 

In order to suppress the metastable competing phases and/or the microstructures grown in the low 

mobility condition, additional energy flux can be supplied to the substrate surface, providing extra 

kinetic energy to activate diffusions. Commonly, the additional energy is provided by increasing 

growth temperature or by enhancing incident ion energy [93]. The former, i.e. changing 

temperature, can also lead to changes of the equilibrium condition, making it is sometimes a 

‘difficult’ parameter to optimize. However if a desired phase has large equilibrium range, effects 

Figure 3-5. Illustrations of the three primary growth modes: (a) Volmer-Weber 
(island) growth (b) Frank-van der Merwe (layer-by-layer) growth and (c) 
Stranski-Krastanov (layer-into-island) growth. 

 

Figure 3-6. An illustration of an ideal layer-by-layer growth (left) and a possible 
porous microstructure introduced by diffusion limited growth (right), where an 
incomplete and under-dense first atomic layer is shown. 
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of depositing denser films with larger grain size can normally be observed at higher growth 

temperature. 

On the other hand, increasing incident ion energy increases the adatom mobility by transferring 

kinetic energy through collision cascades (as in sputtering), which not only mobilize surface 

diffusions but also introduce short ranges mixing in the growth direction. Energizing incident 

species is normally done by applying a negative or positive bias on a substrate to accelerate or to 

decelerate the ions, respectively [94]. This is one reason for developing various PVD processes 

with highly ionized target species, such as cathodic arc deposition and HiPIMS, to maximize the 

control over incident ions [95] [96]. In DCMS processes, where the ionization degree of target 

species is low, the type II unbalanced magnetron with weaker electron (and plasma) confinement 

can be utilized to enhance the sputtering gas ion bombardment on the substrate [79]. 

To illustrate the impact of adatom mobility on the microstructure of the deposited films, the 

structure zone diagram (SZD) is a simplified empirical model that helps in understanding the 

growth condition in a conceptual way. In the SZD modified and published by Anders, it shows 

different microstructure evolutions by varying the adatom mobility through the growth temperature 

and the incident ion energy [97]. This is explained by ion bombardment introduced extra defects 

and ion implantation (e.g. sputtering gas), which cause disruption of crystal growth and reduction 

of grain size. Moreover, the deposition rate decreases when increasing incident ion energy due to 

re-sputtering on the deposited film, which eventually leads to erosion and a negative deposition 

rate when the ion energy is too high. 
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4. Thin Film Characterization Techniques 

 

4.1 Structural analysis techniques 

4.1.1 X-ray diffractometry 

X-ray diffractometry (XRD) is a technique where information about a sample is collected from 

analysis of diffraction events between incident X-ray and sampled materials. It is an efficient 

method to qualitatively examine the phase composition and the structural information of crystalline 

samples, since it generally requires no complex sample preparation, no vacuum systems, and is 

able to be integrated for experiments in non-ambient pressure and temperature. With the help of 

Rietveld analysis (or Rietveld refinement), where measured diffraction patterns are fitted and 

compared with theoretical patterns of built models, quantitative phase and structural information 

can also be obtained from powder samples. See Paper I and II where Rietveld analysis were done 

on XRD and neutron diffraction patterns of Mo2Ga2C powder samples. 

The X-ray diffraction comes from the elastic scattering of the incident electromagnetic wave and 

mainly the electrons surrounding the sample atoms. The scattering X-ray has the same wavelength 

λ as the incident X-ray and are in phase after scattering from the atoms. When the X-ray scattered 

from different sources (atoms) interferes, a diffraction pattern is created with angularly distributed 

photon intensity, I(2θ), on the scattering plane, i.e. the plane where the photon source, the scattering 

event and the observer (the detector) are sitting on. The argument θ is referred to as scattering angle, 
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and is specified as half of the angle between the incident and the scattering X-ray path, see Figure 

4-1. 

Bragg’s condition describes the condition where an n-th constructive interference occurs for a 

group of periodic crystal planes with interplanar spacing d,  

2 ∙ � ∙ sin � = � ∙ �                                       (1) 

Notice that usually n = 1 the most intense diffraction is the only one visible, and d is a spacing 

lying in the scattering plane and perpendicular to the zero beam axis (the incident path when θ = 

0). Beside the diffraction condition, the intensity of a diffraction pattern can also be affected by 

many sample characteristics, such as the structure factor and the atomic form factor of a sample. 

For example in Paper I, carbon has too low atomic form factor to contribute substantially to the 

XRD patterns, which are mostly contributed by the structure of the heavy elements (Mo and Ga). 

Hence, a crystalline phase can have its own unique XRD pattern, where 2θ positions fulfilling all 

above conditions have higher intensity and form peaks from the background. A diffraction pattern 

from a sample with multiple crystalline phases will be a superposition of the two individual 

diffraction patterns. Therefore, a collection of many diffraction data, e.g. a database, can be used 

to identify the phase composition from an acquired XRD pattern. 

Figure 4-1. An illustration of the XRD geometry. 
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In practice, the sample can also be measured with different angles with respect to its original 

angular position, where the resulting diffraction patterns can provide information such as texture 

(of crystalline thin films) and symmetry of crystals. See the XRD pole figures in Paper I and the 

I(Φ) plots with given Ψ tilts in Paper III for examples. 

4.1.2 Transmission electron microscopy 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is a delicate study of micrographs, utilizing interactions 

between incident electrons and sampling materials, which is somewhat analogous to the photon-

material interaction used in optical microscope. The main advantage of using electrons as imaging 

source is to obtain higher resolution with shorter wavelength of the source, which is related to the 

kinetic energy of electrons and, therefore, to the accelerating voltage of the source. 

For example, an electron source with 200 kV acceleration, which is generally used in TEM, can 

create electrons with wavelength less than 3 pm, which is about 5 order less than the lower limit 

(say, 300 nm) of visible light. The very high energy electron source used in TEM allows acquiring 

micro- and nanometer scale images, electron diffraction patterns, as well as collecting possible 

electron or photon emission from the specimen, see Figure 4-2, which is not feasible in normal 

optical microscopy. However, such high voltage electron source also makes the technique more 

costly (in terms of finance and time) and more restrictive compared to many other analytical 

methods. 

Figure 4-2. Possible interactions between an electron beam with materials 
irradiated by former. 
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TEM imaging relies on the intensity contrast created by electrons transmitted through a very thin 

specimen (normally less than 200 nm). In a TEM image, the contrast can be caused by difference 

of multiple properties in the region of interest (ROI), such as crystal structure, specimen thickness, 

chemical composition, which diffract, absorb and scatter electrons differently. Since all contrast 

mechanisms can add up at the same ROI together (they overlap), one challenge in analyzing TEM 

images is to identify the origin of the contrast in order to obtain useful information.  

Besides micrographs, diffraction patterns, formed by elastically scattered electrons, can be obtained 

at the back focal plane of the object lens in TEM. It is common to use an extra aperture to select 

the ROI to take the diffraction pattern, and therefore this technique is also referred to as selected 

area electron diffraction (SAED). The SAED patterns contain structural information of the 

specimen in two dimensions that helps in interpretation of crystal symmetry. 

High resolution TEM (HR-TEM) is one specialized TEM operation in which nanometer scale and 

possibly atomic scale images can be obtained in a better optimized condition compared to normal 

TEM. The HR-TEM imaging forms mainly by the phase contrast, in which it assumes the incident 

electrons are coherent and the specimen thickness is small and uniform. Hence ideally, the only 

contrast observed is due to the different phase shift introduced when incident electrons transmitted 

through different atomic potentials of the specimen. However, since it is not easy to guarantee all 

ideal set-ups, addressing one-to-one atomic position still comes very difficult in HR-TEM. In Paper 

III, one HR-TEM image is shown to compare with the periodic interplanar spacing observed in the 

XRD pattern of the same thin film sample, which is then assigned to Zr2Al 3C4 phase. 

Another specialized technique is scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM), in which the 

incoherently scattered electrons at high scattering angle (the angle between incident path and 

scattering path) are collected by an annular detector and the direct transmitted beam are left out. It 

is a different imaging mechanism from normal TEM and HR-TEM, where diffraction (from 

coherently scattered electrons) plays an important role. The STEM image is, however, mainly 

affected by the difference in the atomic number and the specimen thickness. Due to the low 

intensity of the incoherently scattered electrons, STEM utilized a converged beam source, scanning 

through the ROI, to increase the incoming beam and hence the scattered electron intensities. In an 

optimal condition, STEM can resolve atomic scale image, as shown in Paper I and II for the Mo 

and Ga atomic layers. 
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4.2 Chemical composition analysis 

4.2.1 Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 

Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS or EDX) is an analytical technique for obtaining 

information of chemical composition from a measured volume of the sample. It requires an 

energetic electron beam source to excite the inner shell electrons from the atoms in the sampling 

volume into vacuum states. When electrons from the outer shells of these atoms decay to the 

unoccupied inner shell, X-ray photons can be emitted from these transitions (decays). 

Such photons possess certain amount of kinetic energy equal to the energy released from the 

respective transitions, where the transition energy is determined by the electron configuration of 

each element, i.e. it is characteristic for elements. Hence by acquiring a photon-energy resolved 

spectrum, qualitative information about the chemical composition can be obtained. If the 

characteristic X-ray emitting cross-section is taking into account, quantitative analysis can be done 

for the composition of the sampling volume. Due to smaller cross-sections of X-ray emission for 

light elements, EDS analysis is normally not suitable for quantifying these elements, especially in 

EDS detectors with Be-windows. 

An EDS detector is often integrated into an electron microscope, including scanning electron 

microscope (SEM) and TEM, where high energy electron beams (above 5 keV) are utilized as the 

excitation sources. This provides a major benefit on acquiring micrographs and chemical 

information, possibly at the same ROI, in one operating session. Moreover, with an electron beam 

source that is capable of sweeping the spot of the ROI, e.g. SEM and STEM, a distribution map of 

chemical composition can be acquired. See Paper I and II for examples, where Mo (in red) and Ga 

(in green) distributions are shown in the images. 

4.2.2 Time-of-flight elastic recoil detection analysis 

Elastic recoil detection analysis (ERDA) is an ion beam analysis technique, where a sample is 

irradiated by a mono-energy ion beam to extract information such as chemical composition and 

elemental depth profile. The incident (primary) ions are commonly 35Cl, 79Br, 127I, 63Cu and 197Au 

with an incident energy from few tens up to few hundreds MeV. ERDA is capable of detecting and 

quantifying all elements lighter than incident ion species, and is also possible to detect heavier 

elements with special detectors. 
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The basic principle for ERDA can be explained by the classical kinematics of two-body elastic 

collision, see Figure 4-3, where the kinetic energy of the recoiled species, Er, after the collision can 

be described by, 

�� = ������	∙	� !"#
$��	%	��&"

' �()                                    (2) 

Where Mi and Mr is the mass of the incident ion and the recoiled species, respectively; Ei0 is the 

initial kinetic energy of the incident ion; β is the recoil angle. Given known values for Ei0 and Mi 

as well as a fixed detection angle β to collect recoiled species, Mr can be calculated from Equation 

(2) with detected Er. 

Time-of-flight ERDA (ToF-ERDA) is a setup with two ToF gates before the energy detector in 

order to measure the velocity of the recoiled species. It is developed to improve the energy 

resolution for the analysis, since the recoiled energy, Er, can also be determined by several factors 

other than just Equation (2), such as the roughness of the sample surface, the depth of the recoiled 

species into the sample and possible multiple scattering (collision) in the sample. However, due to 

the ToF gates introduced between the sample and the energy detector, the ToF-ERDA usually 

trades off its detection efficiency for lighter elements. 

Figure 4-3. An illustration of a two-body elastic collision in the classical 
kinematics. 
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4.2.3 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) an analytical technique which obtains information about 

the chemical composition and the chemical bonding condition of the atoms in a sample by studying 

the binding energy of their shell electrons. In XPS, the sample is irradiated by X-ray photons, which 

can excite the shell electrons from the atoms into vacuum state with certain amount of kinetic 

energy. Hence, the photon energy, Eph, can be related to the excited electrons’ previous binding 

energy (EB) and detected kinetic energy (EK) by following equation, 

�*+ =	�, + �. + �/.1.                                     (3) 

Where EW.F. is the work function of the detecting material. Given known values of Eph and EW.F., 

EB of the electrons can therefore be extracted for the reading of EK. Commonly, the XPS read out 

form the detector is plotted into a spectrum with electron intensity against detected EK or converted 

EB. The intensity increases in the spectrum when the corresponding energy position represents a 

certain shell electron’s binding energy. Since the binding energy depends on the electron 

configuration, which is element-specific, the chemical composition of a sample can qualitatively 

be interpreted from the peak position of the detected spectrum. 

The binding energy of shell electrons can change according to the chemical environment of an 

atom, i.e. the element or the group bonded to an atom, and therefore a chemical shift can be 

observed on the respective peak(s). Studying the chemical shift can give additional information 

about the bonding condition between the elements consisted in a sample, but it is also possible that 

different elements are bonded without introducing chemical shift. It is usually a challenging work 

to properly calibrate a XPS spectrum and resolve differently shifted components (peaks) from 

electrons of the same shell in order to draw correct conclusions. 

The quantification of the chemical composition or between chemically shifted components can also 

be obtained from the acquired spectrum by comparing areas under the peaks and applying a proper 

relative sensitivity factor (RSF) for each element. Briefly speaking, the former represents the 

population of electrons with certain binding energy, while the RSF is to compensate the different 

electron emission cross-sections from various electron states of different elements. 
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5. Summary of Included Papers 

 

5.1 Discovery of a new nanolaminated carbide, Mo2Ga2C (Paper I) 

In Paper I, synthesis of a new nanolaminated phase in the Mo-Ga-C system was reported in both 

bulk and thin film form with Mo atomic layers interleaved by double Ga atomic layers as observed 

in STEM micrographs and EDX composition mapping.  

Based on the structural analysis of micrographs and XRD patterns, as well as current knowledge 

of existing nanolaminated phases, a postulation was made for the crystal structure of this new phase. 

A layered structure similar to Mo2GaC was suggested, the only known MAX phase in Mo-Ga-C 

system, but with Ga-double layers instead of single layers as in the known MAX phases, making 

its chemical formula Mo2Ga2C. To support the postulation, ToF-ERDA experiment was done to 

show an overall composition of a thin film sample close to Mo2Ga2C, while XRD Rietveld analysis 

also agreed with the structure when comparing to the powder diffraction pattern. 

5.2 Structural determination of the new carbide, Mo2Ga2C (Paper II) 

Following the Paper I, where the atomic position of carbon in the crystal structure of Mo2Ga2C 

could not be confirmed due to lower detectable contrasts in the presence of much heavier elements 

(Mo and Ga), both theoretical and experimental evidence was provided in Paper II to support the 

previous postulation. 

Results from first principles calculations confirmed that the structure proposed in Paper I, i.e. with 

C atoms between two Mo layers and with Ga-double layer stacking in simple hexagon, is the only 
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stable structure for Mo2Ga2C among range of structures simulated. The Rietveld analysis of the 

neutron powder diffraction pattern of a powder sample was also consistent with the structure 

suggested from the calculations. Moreover, indirect evidence was presented by STEM micrographs 

with EDX maps, where a smooth transition appears between Mo2GaC and Mo2Ga2C with an 

insertion of Ga layer, and by XPS analysis, where the two carbides are structurally and chemically 

very alike each other. Thus, by combining the results of all above independent theoretical and 

experimental methods, the postulation in Paper I was validated and the crystal structure was 

concluded. 

5.3 Phase stability of Zr2Al3C4 in thin film synthesis (Paper III) 

In Paper III, the phase stability of Zr2Al3C4, another nanolaminated carbide, was studied with 

respect to its crystal quality, together with the formation of other possible phases (competing phases) 

in thin film samples. 

The result showed that the formation of Zr2Al3C4 is more competitive compared to other phases on 

a substrate material with smaller interfacial lattice mismatch, at higher deposition temperature, and 

with supersaturation of Al content during growth. For the condition where Zr2Al3C4 becomes less 

favorable, competing phases such as ZrC and ZrAl3 starts to grow in films. Hence, Zr2Al3C4 phase 

can have a growth behavior very much similar to MAX phases in thin film synthesis, despite they 

are quite different in their structures and chemical bonding for the A (in MAX phases) or Al-C (in 

Zr2Al3C4) layers. This is also the first report on Zr2Al3C4 thin films with indications on paths for 

improving the phase purity and crystal quality by controlling the growth conditions. 
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6. Outlines for Future Work 

 

Studying materials is usually driven by their properties of interest in relation to requirements of 

certain applications. This also applies to the materials in this work, where Mo2Ga2C is 

fundamentally interesting for properties of Mo-C planes proposed in the literature, and Zr2Al3C4 

for its possible applications as protective coatings. Moreover, for the nanolaminated materials, the 

mechanisms behind their unique properties, presumably originating from the repeated layers, are 

not yet fully explained. 

An extension of this work is to explore the possible nanolaminated carbide family with a general 

chemical formula M2A2C, or even Mn+1A2Cn, which can be closely related to the MAX phases as 

indicated by Mo2Ga2C and Mo2GaC. This can be realized by two steps. The first is to look for 

M2Ga2C phases where the M element is a transition metal other than Mo, completely or partially 

substituting Mo in Mo2Ga2C phase. The other route is to look for other M2A2C phases with A 

element other than Ga, for example A = Al, In, Si and Ge. It would be interesting to compare the 

two similar families, elaborating the connection between the changes in their properties and in their 

structures, i.e. the insertion of an extra A layer. 

In another direction, future work can invole studying the growth of nanolaminated carbides within 

different thin film deposition techniques. Specifically, most studies of layered carbide thin films 

are carried out with DCMS, which has very limited kinetic energy of the depositing species. 

Information about phase stability and adatom kinetics can be studied in thin films deposited with 
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other techniques resulting in higher incoming ion energy, e.g. cathodic arc deposition. For example, 

a comparative study of Zr2Al3C4 phase deposited with DCMS can be related to this work, or as 

another example, MAX phases in Ti-Ge-C system, which have previously only been studied with 

DCMS, can be deposited with arc deposition. 
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